



































































































































 Digital music has become mobile on its own “floating between PCs, portable players, home 
multimedia, video game consoles, car stereo, the cloud” (Fitchard,2011), consumers forced 
to use clunky applications for DRM-free tracks ... room for the smartphone? 360º music 
management?
 Fixed-mobile platform convergence?
 Cloud / streaming impact on network performance? Investments, network neutrality and 
spectrum management















Testing new technologies and business models
Mobile Media Ecosystem
 Wide demographics, ubiquity, personal, social and context-aware
 Results from competition between platforms? Market structure?
 Innovators and mobile industry in Europe, but trailing behind in platforms
 Niche markets – serious games
 Consumer protection: content rating, childhood protection












Market segment 2007 (B €) 2008 (B €) 2013 (B €) 
 TV advertising  128 129 129 
Internet advertising 40 46 67 
Recorded music 25 23 20 
Video games (total) 33 40 56 
Console games 19 23 31 
Online games 5.3 6.2 11 
Mobile gaming 2.1 – 4.1 2.6 – 6 4.8 – 12 
 Source: own compilation of industry data
8MOBILE TELEVISION / VIDEO
Tablets, at last the unexpected game changers
Mobile Media Ecosystem
 Lack of perceived value and usefulness from users on a mobile handset while on-the-go 
 Unexpected behaviour of users: at home, after prime-time, long time view, ...
 Internet-enabled mobile devices (tablets)
 Viewers migrating from traditional linear schedules to on-demand viewing
 Free-to-air (advertising-based) vs. pay-per-view
 Video streaming impact on network performance (traffic x70 until 2018)? Off-loading, 
Investments, network neutrality and spectrum management
 Data roaming 
































 Digitalization. Phase II
 Virtualization (dematerialization / cloud services)
 The saviours (“cannibalizing the old industry): proprietary/”open but not open”
devices and open formats
 Conclusion: Digital transformation of the book industry won’t
stop – Potential US domination
For discussion: extreme protection (the “cultural argument”) vs. 
radical policies (funding digital libraries, public procurement) vs. usual
innovation policies vs. shy legislative initiatives (out‐of‐commerce, 
orphan works)
MOBILE ADVERTISING


























Market segment 2007 (B€) 2008 (B€) 2012‐2013 (B€)
Mobile ad (text‐pictures) 1 ‐ 2
Mobile ad (targeted search) 3,9 – 5,8
Mobile ad (tv based) 1 – 4,3
Mobile ad (total) 0,6 ‐ 1 1 ‐ 2 4 – 8,7
Mobile gaming 2,1 – 4,1 2,6 ‐ 5 4,8 – 9,7
Mobile music (total) 6 – 6,5 8,8 12,8
Mobile tv (total) 0,7 – 1 1 2 ‐ 8,7
Mobile social networks and UGC 0,4 1,3 7,4 – 8,2
Mobile app stores ‐ 5 16
Source: Feijoo et al (IPTS, 2009)
DEVICES














6. Location awareness of presence
7. Semantic structured knowledge
8. Cloud computing
9. Augmented reality – 3D
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